Abstract. Using charge self-consistent cluster Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker coherent potential approximation ( KKK-C P A ) band-structure calculations we have studied the hyperfine liclds o n both Ni and Fe sites in the NitFe, , alloys. To elucidate the influence of relativistic effects the hyperfine matrix elements have been calculated nonrelativistically as wcll iis completely relativistically. The dependence of the hypertine fields on the environment of II given 5ite has been studied by performing calculations for various atomic configurations around that site. The results of our work are compared with other theoretical data and with experiment.
Introduction
Experimental methods, based on studies of the hyperfine interaction are very powerful tools for investigating the electronic structure of alloys, because they probe each atomic species of the system separately. In the case of ferromagnetic alloys, the ,method most often used is the Mossbauer spectroscopy. Nevertheless, although to a lesser extent, nuclear magnetic resonance ( N M K ) and the perturbed angular correlation (PAC) technique have also proved useful. The alloy system Ni,Fe,-., has been particularly extensively investigated by means of Fe Mossbauer spectroscopy. Of primary interest in this case has been the Permalloy and Invar alloy regions of concentration. However, there also exist detailed experimental studies of disordered bulk alloys (Johnson er al 1961 (Johnson er al . 1963 , sputtered films (Sumiyama er af 1983) and evaporated films (Dumpich er al 1987) by means of Fe Mossbauer spectroscopy and of disordered bulk alloys (Erich 1969) by Ni Mossbauer spectroscopy. Unfortunately, there has been little quantitative theoretical work which would help to make maximum use of the experimental facts. A recent attempt to interpret the experimental data for Fe in Ni,Fe,-, by Guenzburger et a1 (1986) was based on cluster calculations with a limited number of configurations and therefore could explain only some of the experimental results. In contrast our present work covers the whole 7 On leave from: Institut fur Phyaikalische Chemic. Universitrit Munchen, Sophienstrasse 11. D-8000 concentration range of FCC Ni,Fe,-,, uses much larger atomic clusters and takes disorder into account by use of the coherent potential approximation (CPA). Our theoretical approach is described in some detail in the next section. Results are presented and discussed in $ 3 and a short summary is given in $ 4 .
Theoretical approach
The electronic structures of a number of FCC Ni,Fe,-, alloys have been calculated charge self-consistently by means of the spin-polarised version of the cluster KKK-C'PA method applied to six-shell clusters (Winter and Stocks 1983) . Exchange and correlation have been treated within the local spin-density formalism, using the parametrisation for the exchange-correlation potential given by Moruzzi et af (1978) . Earlier results which follow from this approach, such as, for example, the corresponding part of the Slater-Pauling curve, can be found in Johnson et af (1987) . Here we shall examine the consequences for hyperfine interactions.
The hyperfine fields B, of the components a (a = Ni, Fe) have been assumed to be due only to the Fermi contact interaction, i.e. orbital contributions have been ignored and it was noted that dipolar contributions are not present because of the cubic symmetry. To calculate B,, we have split it into a contribution, B$, stemming from the conduction electrons and a second one, BFrc, from the core electrons. Bih and BFre have been calculated by evaluating the usual formulae:
In many cases, relativistic effects on B:: are primarily caused by a change of the matrix elements and not by a significant change of n,(E) (Ebert et a1 1984 (Ebert et a1 , 1985 . For this reason we have estimated the influence of relativistic effects by replacing the nonrelativistic hyperfine matrix elements by their relativistic counterparts which leads to the relations:
Here, BG:,,l(E) is given by
The functionsg andfare the solutions to the radial Dirac equation for the appropriate spin-up (or spin-down) potential.
To investigate the influence on the hyperfine fields of the surrounding atomic configuration, we have calculated (charge self-consistently for the central cell) the electronic structure and the hyperfine fields B,, on Ni and Fe sites surrounded by atomic shells with various compositions. Because our programs make extensive use of the cubic symmetry around the central site. it was only possible to consider all Ni, all Fe and all CPA effective medium sites. Nevertheless, as shall be shown presently, even this limited exploration of the configurational phase space turns out to be sufficient to delineate the principal environmental effects. Preliminary results of this part of our present work have been published elsewhere (Ebert et a1 1987b) .
Results and discussion

I . Concentration dependence of B,, and partitioning into B;"" and B:,"
Our calculated non-relativistic hyperfine fields B,, (a = Ni, Fe) in FCC Ni,Fe,-, alloys are displayed in figures l(a) and ( h ) . For both curves a nearly linear decrease with decreasing x is observed. The results for Ni as well as for Fe extrapolate very well to the theoretical values of pure Ni and Fe dissolved in Ni (Blugel et a1 1987) . This behaviour makes sure that our hyperfine fields do not depend on the size of the cluster we used (six atomic shells corresponding to 79 atoms).
From the concentration dependence of B,,, shown in figures l(a) and ( b ) , one could expect a close connection between B,, and the partial magnetic moments ,D,~, which show a very similar variation with composition. Indeed, in discussing the experimental hyperfine fields in ferromagnetic alloys, it has often been assumed that B,, should be related not only to the partial magnetic moment but also to the average moment p . (0) and core ( + ) hyperfine lields. total relativistic hyperfine fields (---) . Experiment: disordcred bulk samples (e) ( N i (Erich 1967) . Fe (Johnson e, ul 1961 (Johnson e, ul . 1963 ): sputtered films ( W ) (Fe (Sumiyama et ul 1983) ) and evaporated films ( A ) (Fe (Dumpich er al 1987) 
However, these authors could not find a satisfying set of parameters a and b. They assumed that this might be caused by the neglect of contributions due to the orbital moment in equation (6). Erich (1969) . on the other hand, using equation (6) could fit his data for Ni in Ni,Fe,-, reasonably well. Like other authors, he ascribed the second term in equation (6) to the conduction electrons assuming that the first one is due to the core electrons. From his results for a and b (-20 kG/p,, and -120 kG/p,, respectively) Erich concluded that B,, is primarily caused by the conduction electrons. The principal aim of our calculations is to study in detail whether this interpretation holds and whether the relation of B,, andp,, andp given in equation (6) is not proportional to p and B$. even changes sign between the Ni-rich and the Fe-rich sides of the system. From our results, we therefore conclude that no such simple relationship exists between By: and p,, as expressed by equation(6). Furthermore, the conclusion that l$; should be much larger than (Erich 196Y) , which is based on equation (6), is in contradiction with our results (see figure l(a)) .
In discussing the theoretical hyperfine fields of impurities in Ni, Blugel et a1 (1987) split their results for By,t,,ur,,y into a 'transferred hyperfine field' and a 'local valence hyperfine field'. These authors expect the transferred hyperfine field to be essentially proportional to the local moments of the neighbouring atoms and it is found to be negative. The local valence hyperfine field, on the other hand, is found to be positive and proportional to the local impurity moment, i.e. in contrast to the core hyperfine field there is a positive proportionality constant. The valence contribution to By: dominates the transferred one for all systems studied and is ascribed by Blugel et a1 (1967) as due to a repopulation of the majority and minority s states. A plot of & : of Ni and Fe in Ni,Fe,-, and the corresponding local s moments p,,,, (figure 2) clearly shows that a similar partitioning also applies for concentrated alloys. The close correlation of By: and P,,,~ suggests that the repopulation mechanism primarily determines By," for concentrated alloys also. In contrast to the impurity problem, however, this contribution to By: is not proportional to the local total moment pet as is manifested by the change of sign of Bk!. In a similar manner to the impurity results of Bliigel et a1 (1987) , one can deduce from figure 2 for Ni and Fe a more or less constant negative contribution to B;,", which corresponds to the 'transferred hyperfine field'.
As is demonstrated by the negative Knight shifts of noble metals dissolved in Pd found in N M R (Kobayashi et a1 1963 , Narath 1968 and theoretically (Ebert and Winter 1987) . such a transfer mechanism is also present for non-diluted alloys (~6 0 . 2 ) . However, in the case of more concentrated alloys the term 'transferred' is surely no longer appropriate for this contribution to &,". Indeed it is a contribution from the averaged environment of the site studied and it is hard to attribute it to more distinct sources.
Cornparisoti with experiment and orher theoretical work
We have included in figures l(a) and ( b ) the experimental hyperfine fields BYfp' for Ni (Erich 1969) and Fe (Johnson et al 1963) in disordered Ni,Fe,-, bulk alloys, both of which have been obtained by Mossbauer spectroscopy. Recent results for E$' for sputtered Ni,Fe,-, films (Sumiyama et af 1983) and for evaporated films (Dumpich et NI 1987) . which bridge the gap in the Invar region, have also been included in figure l(h). While for Ni-rich alloys our theoretical results reproduce the Ni hyperfine fields quite well, there is an increasing deviation of theory and experiment with increasing x .
For Fe this discrepancy exists even for the Ni-rich side of the system and has also been found by other authors for Fe dissolved in Ni (Bliigel et a/ 1987) as well as for pure ucc Fe (Janak 1979) . Because our calculations do not include the orbital contributions B;;r" to B,,, it is of course tempting to ascribe the deviation of the theoretical curves from the experimental ones in figures l(a) and ( b ) to this incompleteness of the theory. Because B:Yh is caused by an unquenching of the orbital moment by the spin-rbit splitting, it cannot be described by our non-relativistic treatment of the electronic structure of NitFe,-,, but can be obtained only by a fully relativistic approach. Such an investigation has recently been done by Ebert et a1 (1987a) . As was expected (Johnson er af 1963, Bliigel eta/ 1987) B:rh turned out to be positive. For Fe it was found to be of the same order of magnitude as the contribution of the s-conduction electrons to BFc due to the relativistically described Fermi contact interaction. The reason for this large value of B;ih is surely that iron has a partially filled majority spin d band.
Unfortunately, because of the sign of B::r". its inclusion in figures l(a) and ( h ) would make agreement with experiment worse. This holds especially for the Fe-rich end of the system. Another possible explanation for the mentioned discrepancy is of course the influence of relativistic effects on the hyperfine fields, which in general enhance them. We used equations (3)- (5) As can be seen from figures l(a) and ( 6 ) . the theoretical curves deviate from the experimental data for the bulk alloys in the Invar region, where the experimental hyperfine fields collapse. Because we have used a lattice constant of 6.63 au for all Fe-rich alloys, this collapse does not occur in the theoretical results. Choosing a slightly smaller lattice constant (6.50 au) for Nil, .sFel, ,; resulted in hyperfine fields around 0 kG.
Recently, Guenzberger et a/ (1986) have applied the discrete variational method ( D V M ) to calculate the electronic structure of Ni,Fe,_, assuming clusters of 19 (FW) or 15 (BCC) atoms to be representative for the bulk. From their calculations of Bt, they infer that the decrease of this hyperfine field with decreasing x is due to a change of sign in Bk!. Furthermore these authors find that BFu is not proportional to pbC. Both results are in full agreement with our findings. However, their numerical results for EL and E;? are strikingly different from ours as well as from those of Bliigel et a/ (1987) . For FeNi,, they find for example Bb: = + 214 kG and EF = -394 kG. These values should be compared with B$: = + 70 kG and BFr = -246 kG obtained by us for Ni,,,,,Fe,, ,,,. These drastic differences might to some extent be caused by the use of a different exchange-correlation potential. However, in our opinion the main cause is the way these authors calculated B Y and the use of relatively small clusters.
Dependence of the hyperfine fields otz the atomic cotifigurution
Over the past ten years o r so the ('PA has become recognised as a tractable and yet reliable description of the configurationally averaged electronic structure of disordered alloys. Unfortunately it is a single-site theory and hence it provides only a description of an A o r B impurity in an effective lattice which presents the average environment. To investigate the consequences of different environments one must go beyond the C P A . A simple way to study the influence of a specific atomic configuration on the electronic structure at a selected site is to embed a cluster of atoms representing a local configuration into the ('PA medium (Gonis et ul 1984 , Banhart et ul 1987 . By replacing the ('PA scatterers of an atomic shell around the central atom by either Ni or Fe. we could study the influence of these specific configurations on the hyperfine fields of the central atom. Figure 3 ( u ) shows the partial density of states of Fe in Ni,,,,,,,Fe,, ,,, with cf'A scatterers, Ni atoms and Fe atoms as its nearest neighbours respectively. As one expects for this Ni-rich alloy. replacing the CPA scatterers by Ni atoms has no dramatic effect, although changes are already visible. The primary effect of the replacement is to sharpen the peaks. Furthermore one also observes that the changes for the spin-down bands are much more pronounced than those for the spin-up bands. The reason for this behaviour. which is found throughout the concentration range, is that the d-phase shifts of Ni and Fe for spin-up nearly coincide, giving rise to a virtual crystal behaviour of these sub-bands. The phase shifts for spin-down, on the other hand. are well separated in energy. Of course replacement of CPA scatterers by Fe atoms changes the environment in Ni,, Je,, dramatically. The most important effects are found for the strong spin-down peak at the Fermi level which completely vanishes as two additional peaks just below and above its position grow up. Qualitatively, the same dependence of the Fe density of states on the atomic surroundings is found for Ni,, 75Feil 2c ( figure 3 ( h ) ) and Ni, , , , , , Fe, , (figure 3(c) ). However, the effects of changing the configuration get less pronounced with x increasing towards x = 0.5. A change of the configuration of the second-neighbour shell for Nil, ,,,Fei, ,,, ( figure 3 ( d ) ) seems to have only minor influence o n the density-of-states curve for the central site. However, this does not imply that the accompanying changes of the hyperfine fields are negligible. In table 1, the changes AB:' of the hyperfine fields B:, at the central site, caused by the replacement of a Ni atom in a shell i by an Fe atom are given for Ni,,,,,Fe,,,,,. The changes with configuration of each shell seem to be nicely additive (Ebert er al 1987b . Stearns 1966 and consequently the resulting hyperfine field at the central site can be expressed by where ti;, and ti;, are the actual and average number of Fe atoms in shell i and BS"" is the CPA result. I n table 2 some hyperfine fields which have been obtained by using equation ( 7 ) are compared with ones which emerged from band-structure calculations. Obviously equation (7) gives quite reliable estimates for the hyperfine fields. A very important result. expressed by the data in table 1, is that AB:( does not vanish for shells beyond the second neighbouring shell, as has been assumed by many experimentalists in interpreting their data (e.g. Drijver et af 1977) . Although the numerical results for the outer shells in table 1 are presumably affected by the finite size of our cluster. our results indicate that this assumption is not justified. The ( 7 ) be representative for the bulk. The core contributions to the hyperfine fields are found to be proportional to the local magnetic moment. For the conduction band contributions. on the other hand. no such simple relation could be found. However, it turned out to be the case that they are closely related to the local s moment which determines this hyperfine field contribution by a repopulation mechanism. Relativistic corrections of the hyperfine fields are found to be of moderate importance and bring the theoretical hyperfine fields for Ni in Ni,Fe,-, in close agreement with experiment. On the other hand, for Fe such corrections cannot explain the discrepancy with experiment. The dependence of the hyperfine fields on the surrounding atomic configuration is found to extend beyond the second neighbour shell. The ranges of these oscillations change only moderately within the concentration range considered.
